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The Tory boys

MicroMenBBCFour, 9pm
The story of the battle for home computing supremacy between
Sir Clive Sinclair and Chris Curry during the Eighties is turned into an
affectionate comic drama by the writer Tony Saint (Margaret Thatcher:
The LongWalk to Finchley). Despite the decidedly unsexy premise —
clash of the techno boffins! — the archive news clips, attention to
period detail and Saint’s colourful script make it fun to watch.

Alexander Armstrong (above) has a blast portraying the maverick visionary Sinclair
as a bald, despotic control freak, prone to phone chucking temper tantrums. As Chris
Curry, Martin Freeman is, well, Martin Freeman — an unassuming everyman — which
is all the role requires. Saint takes liberties with the facts for dramatic effect — Sinclair’s
wife files for divorce via the ZX Spectrum — but this just adds to the enjoyment.

 

Tim Teeman

When Boris
Met Dave
More4
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TheBattleof theRiverPlate (1956)Channel 4, 1.10pm
This latterday collaboration between the celebrated duo Michael Powell and Emeric
Pressburger is uncharacteristically conventional for such visionary film-makers, but
it is still a gripping re-creation of the famous 1939 confrontation between the Royal
Navy and the German pocket battleshipGraf Spee. John Gregson and Anthony Quayle
lead the Brit-heavy cast. Real Allied warships were loaned for the shoot, although the
US Navy forbade any Nazi insignia to be displayed on their vessels. (119min)

Revolver (2005)Five, 10pm
Guy Ritchie’s patented gangster formula adds up to little more than a flashy,
pretentious parade of gimmicks in this muddled crime thriller. Ritchie regular
Jason Statham plays an ex-con turned genius gambler out for revenge against Ray
Liotta’s camp casino boss and his underworld cronies. With nods to superior films,
including Point Blank andD.O.A., Ritchie combines high-style action with surreal
comedy and a light sprinkling of kabbalah mysticism. (115min)

T
here was no faulting
the comic energy
and intended
mischief of John
Dower’sWhen
BorisMetDave;
the problem was the
continued mystery
veiling its main
participants that

Dower vainly, and only partly, penetrated.
This drama-documentary was much
more documentary than drama, although
an impressively windswept Christian
Brassington as Boris and Jonny Sweet as a
slick Dave were brilliant. The film sought
to place a significance on David Cameron
and Boris Johnson’s membership of the
riotous Bullingdon Club as students at
Oxford in the mid-1980s.

The smoking gun was the now-familiar
black and white picture of the group, in
coat-tails, looking Brideshead-y and
supremely arrogant, and the incident of a
pot plant thrown through a restaurant
window after one riotous night out.
Johnson was arrested, Cameron
slipped away before it happened.
If the Bullingdon boys behaved as
they did on a council estate they would
have been hammered by ASBOs.

The Bullingdon, in anecdote and
re-enactment, was presented as rich and
entitled young men misbehaving, with
little respect for others. His membership
made an utter mockery of Cameron’s
attempt to cast himself today as a regular
guy. At least Johnson doesn’t try.

Dower wanted to reveal the workings
of the Bullingdon and to unpick the
relationship of Cameron and Johnson and
the source of their rivalry. He amassed an
impressive array of talking heads who
were at Oxford or intimately acquainted
with both men: Rachel Johnson, James
Delingpole, Toby Young (also a
co-producer) and Cameron’s biographers.
They spoke engagingly, although
there were no shattering revelations.

Cameron was never really in trouble
(a spliff incident at school was glancing).
Johnson emerged as the pugnacious
political animal, bowing in whatever
direction the political wind was blowing
to win the presidency of the Oxford

Union. Cameron was the quiet one,
playing the Smiths, remaining aloof from
student politics and keeping his powder
dry, possibly with an eye on an unsullied
political future. He watchedGoing for
Gold. He posed with his tennis racket.

Despite two Bullingdon members
breaking their silence, the pot plant
incident remained foggy high-jinks.
The black and white picture was simply
wincingly telling about how the upper
classes see themselves. The surface
story — Eton schoolboys with an
all-consuming ambition and sense of
entitlement go to Oxford and become
powerbrokers — was hardly surprising.
The best scene was dramatised: Johnson
and Cameron sat in a launderette and
“Dave” (Boris says this folksy shortening
with real scorn) revealed to Boris that he
was going to work at Conservative Central
Office, not, he sneered, in management
consulting like so many of their peers.

Boris meekly replied that that’s what
he was about to do (only for a month,
then he became a reporter at The Times).
Johnson looked at Cameron with choking
bitterness: this tabula rasa, with no fixed
beliefs, leapfrogging him into the field of
his true passion: politics. One contributor
said that the two men are the Blair/Brown
of the coming decade, although is
their rivalry rooted in the same gritty
resentment as the new Labour template?
Perhaps it will warp and harden over time.

Shown the night before Cameron’s
speech to the Conservative Party
conference today, what lingered most
damagingly for Cameron was the
sense that back then no one grasped
what “Dave” really stood for or
believed in — just as it remains today.

A rare incidence of believe the hype:
True Blood andGeneration Kill are
fantastic. The former is worth the
adulation just for its credits. Its creator,
Alan Ball, originated some memorable
ones in Six Feet Under. Now, with a theme
that twangs muckily and a montage
of images mixing the occult, religious
extremism, vampires and civil rights,
he has raised the credits bar. The drama
focuses on a community in the Deep
South, where vampires have “come out of
their coffins” to claim a place in society.

This allowsTrue Blood to interrogate,
obliquely, how minorities counter bigotry
(“God Hates Fangs” reads one banner)
and enter the mainstream; obliquely,
because this drama is compulsively rich
enough without straining after metaphors.
Sookie (Anna Paquin), a waitress with
telepathic powers, falls for vampire Bill
(Stephen Moyer). She can hear her
friends’ silent disapproval, but saves Bill
from thugs keen to drain him of his
vampire blood. Her brother is a damaged
sex addict, her best friend is caustic.
Lafayette the cook is gay and naughty.
Beautifully shot, cleverly scripted,
moreishly soapy — everything great
about Six Feet Under remains true here.
Generation Kill, from the team behind

TheWire, follows an army unit as it rolls
into Iraq. You don’t really know anyone’s
names: the drama is less about the war
and more about the relationships
between the soldiers (and a reporter from
Rolling Stone embedded with them).
They wrestle, fight about race, talk about
women, josh about gay sex. Park any
liberal sensitivities at the door. When the
men received letters from schoolchildren
in America, saying how sorry they
were that the men were fighting, the
response was unenthusiastic. What hippy
commune did this come from, one soldier
asked. Another said: “I’m a f***ing
Marine. I want to dismember the enemy.
War is the motherf***ing answer.”
tim.teeman@thetimes.co.uk
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Location,Location,LocationChannel 4, 8pm
It’s off to Buckinghamshire as Kirstie Allsopp and Phil Spencer help two couples
with children to combine their high-flying City careers with country living. An Irish
couple, Annamarie and Shane, are “pro-fresh air” (unlike the rest of us smog-lovers,
presumably) and want a garden big enough for a pony, a swimming pool and for their
boys to play football in. Spencer thinks he’s struck gold first time but then Annamarie
pipes up, “But where would we put the pony?” Spencer wrinkles his nose, “I’d forgotten
about the pony.” Down the road, Allsopp brands nice couple Andrew and Emma
“pathetic” for having seen only five houses during their 18-month search. They want
a “forever house” close to Emma’s parents and in a good school catchment area.

CuttingEdge:Alex—APassionforLifeChannel 4, 9pm
Cutting Edge catches up with Alex Stobbs, the boy genius we last saw conducting
Bach’s epic choral workMagnificat in the chapel at Eton at the age of 16. Now 19,
Stobbs is a choral scholar at King’s College, Cambridge, as well as a member of its world
famous choir. But he suffers from the incurable disease cystic fibrosis and the condition
is worsening as he gets older. He must take a vast cocktail of drugs to stave off the
infection that could kill him but is still determined to live as normal a life as possible,
complete with girlfriends, late nights and socialising. Oh, and the small matter of
fulfilling his ambition: to conduct Bach’s three-hour masterpiece, the StMatthew
Passion. It’s hard to find words to describe how inspiring this film is. You’ll just
have to watch it. Highlights of the concert follow straight after on More4 at 10pm.

Arena:T. S. EliotBBCFour, 10.20pm
Originally shown in June, this riveting documentary on the single most important poet
of the 20th century expertly blends biography and critical appreciation. Just asThe
Waste Land combines everyday speech, popular song, Wagnerian legend and classical
mythology with literary allusions, so the film mixes commentary and readings from the
likes of Seamus Heaney and Jeannette Winterson with rare footage of literary giants,
punctuated by bursts of Wagner, Dylan and the ubiquitousCats. It celebrates the poet’s
enduring greatness and shows why he remains as compelling as ever. The Eliot estate
guards the poet’s work like Cerberus: for the first time in 40 years, they agreed to a
full-length documentary. Don’t miss it again, it could be a while before the next one.
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